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Features

+   Simple 3 component construction  
(body, nozzles, faceplate)

+   Removable faceplate designed with three removal 
assist tabs

+   Single mode shower head

+   Supplied with two faceplates white and grey and 
these are also available to purchase separately 
(as spares)

+   Compatible with all AKW mixer and electric 
showers

+   Chrome finished body

+   Behind the faceplate the inside is hollow with  
no inner-workings or crevices for bacteria to 
form around

Product overview

The AKW easy clean shower head has been 
designed for use when hygiene is the top priority, as 
it facilitates regular and efficient cleaning through 
its unique removable faceplate. This shower head is 
available as an optional extra for all AKW Electric and 
Mixer showers.
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Benefits

+   Simple and easy to dismantle to individually 
clean components 

+   Minimal complications with removing the 
faceplate for quick and easy cleaning

+   Offering a single spray pattern setting only to 
those who want an easy and hassle-free to use 
shower head

+   The two faceplates supplied can be used 
interchangeably to create cleaning cycles. The 
different colours can be used to denote the 
shower heads status, e.g. white plate fitted for 
January, grey for February etc. (Particularly 
useful in care homes with multiple rooms)

+   An optional extra shower head presents 
customers with choices based on their care 
needs and personal preferences

+   Stylish chrome finish to compliment both mixer 
and electric shower accessories

+   Evidence suggests that harmful bacteria like 
legionella can form in the shower head when 
showers are not being used every day, so this has 
been designed to prevent bacteria build up when 
shower is not in use, as well as help simplifying 
the cleaning process

Guarantees & Certifications
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Product specification

+   Product Code: 13-012-269

+   Finish: Chrome

+  Construction: ABS (plastic)

+  Warranty: 5 Years

Product codes: 

Easy Clean Chrome Shower Handset with spare white faceplate 13-012-269

Easy Clean shower handset spares – white and grey faceplates 13-012-270

Product Compatibility: 

Compatible with all AKW Electric and Mixer showers and hoses. 

AKW SmartCare Plus White 10.5kw with silver/white kit 29010WH

AKW SmartCare Plus White 9.5kw with silver/white kit 29011WH

AKW SmartCare Plus White 8.5kw with silver/white kit          29012WH

AKW SmartCare Lever 8.5kw with silver/white kit           29090WH

AKW SmartCare Lever 9.5kw with silver/white kit           29091WH

therm White 8.5kW Thermostatic Electric Shower + Std Kit             29024 

itherm White 9.5kW Thermostatic Electric Shower + Std Kit            29025

AKW Arka® Thermostatic Mixer Shower Kit               25420
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